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Managing change is a constant in business today, from smaller
changes like a minor rebranding, through to sweeping changes
such as digital transformation, mergers and acquisitions or a major
relocation. And there’s no question - there’s a lot to do to achieve your
goals and objectives, and to get your people across the line within
your timeframe.
Based on best practice change models such as ADKAR, and research from change thought leaders like
John Kotter, Neuropsychologist David Rock and William Bridges, Rocket Blue and associates have curated
a ‘toolkit’ of diverse change management resources. And, when it comes to the people side of change, we
base everything we recommend on rock-solid brain-based science. Because at the end of the day, it’s the
people in your organisation who are critical to making the change happen – or not.

John Kotter from Harvard Business School professor has studied dozens of organizations in the midst of
upheaval. In his view, “The central issue is never strategy, structure, processes or systems. The core of the
matter is always about changing the behaviour of people.”
Change or Die, Alan Deutschmann, FastCompany May 2005

“The number one obstacle to success for major change projects is employee resistance and the ineffective
management of the people side of change.”
The Prosci Best Practices in Change Management Benchmarking Study 2009

SHIFT therefore brings together a wealth of resources relevant to various stages of your change process.
This allows you to ‘cherry pick’ depending on things like where you’re at in the change process, your
existing internal resources or change management team, and of course your budget. Oh, and we’re all
about collaborating - it is after all YOUR change!
SHIFT includes a diverse range of organisational development and change vehicles, such as rocket blue
facilitator led workshops; downloadable change models and tools, articles and books; train the trainer
facilitator guides; change management and culture change hacks; access to our accredited coaches,
providers and organisational psychologists for one-to-one coaching, and debriefing of assessment tools
such as 360˚ assessments; Roche Martin EQ; MBTI; DiSC; The Strengths Profile and Resilience@Work.
Using the basics of neuroscience at work, areas of focus include – our brains on change and change
resistance; communicating to influence, whether broadly or one-on-one; the compelling science behind
why corporate storytelling can shift people forward, and using science backed tools to build resilience and
promote wellbeing.

why
rocket blue?
We’ve been in shoes like yours and we get
what it feels like to be part of the upheaval and
ambiguity of a significant change process,
leading people through uncertainty, lots
of balls in the air, high stress with lots to
achieve, all while managing the myriad of
human reactions to the changes.
Drawing on positive psychology and the practical application
of neuroscience, we’ve also worked with a wide range of
organisations, both public and private sector, as they navigated
their way through a variety of significant change processes.
Projects include QANTAS, Penguin & Pearson Publications,
ISentia, the Department of Social Services, Elders Rural Services,
the Department of Finance, the ABC, Aussie, and the University
of Canberra.

penny
nesbitt
Penny Nesbitt, Director of Rocket Blue, is a highly experienced

facilitator, key note speaker, and published author. Her focus is
on culture and change management, the practical application
of positive psychology and neuroscience, and developing
thriving people and enhanced productivity through a
strengths-based approach.

Over many years she has delivered transformational workshops,
key notes and motivational talks across AsiaPac to very diverse
groups of people. This includes graduates to executive team
employees in both the public and private sectors, university
undergraduates and community groups.
In June 2017, she published her first book Culture 101: the four keys
to thriving people and culture which has received great reviews on
Amazon and Goodreads.
She has also appeared several times on radio national ABC; was
interviewed on radio 2UE and for HR Daily; has Emceed large
charity events and corporate conferences; she presented several
masterclasses on culture and change at two Convergence (Change
Management) conferences, and has been a regular contributor to

contact

Westpac’s Ruby Connection website.
Penny has a reputation for presenting even complex material in
a highly engaging, impactful, at many times light-hearted way,
weaving stories and anecdotes throughout her delivery.
She is now a sought after key note speaker, facilitator and change
management consultant and regularly presents, facilitates and
collaborates on the following topics, drawing on neuroscience and
positive psychology:
•

Culture + Change Management

•

The Neuroscience of Change

•

Postive Psychology and Strengths Based Leadership

•

Team Building (minus the paintball)

•

Imaginistics: creating a culture of creativity and innovation

•

The Power of Storytelling at Work
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